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SYMPHONY LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
and APPOINTS NEW FINANCIAL PR ADVISERS

Symphony Environmental Technologies Plc, the specialists in degradable plastics,
today launched their much anticipated new website www.d2w.net, a newer more
interactive and easy-to-use website which allows not only for valuable information
exchange, but provides the user with the chance to engage with the company
through online communities. This eye-catching website offers five sections accessed
from one central location and is intended to meet the needs of all stakeholders. It will
be updated regularly so as to keep everyone informed as the Company develops.
The website offers something for users of all ages and all levels of expertise, ranging
from „Symphony Corporate‟ which provides an overview of the Group‟s structure and
most recent financial successes, to the newly created „Kids Corner‟ introducing Dotty
and Danny the „d2w‟ droplets, and “Symphony Shop” where you can buy products
online. Being able to follow Symphony on the website as well as on Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube gives the user the most up-to-date global news, highlights, and
latest share price in sterling and US dollars.
Convenient navigation tools and a comprehensive sitemap afford the ultimate „online‟
experience which, when coupled with valuable content, and the chance to engage
with other users through Symphony‟s online forum, creates a website which people
will want to visit again and again!
The Company is also pleased to announce the appointment of Bishopsgate
Communications Ltd as its Financial Public Relations adviser.
Michael Laurier CEO of Symphony, commented:
“The Directors are committed to providing concise and up to date information on the
Company. The launch of the new website and appointment of Bishopsgate
Communications comes at a time when the Company‟s development strategy has
delivered a maiden profit, and we are determined to build on that momentum. The
Company website and the new Financial PR advisers will play a pivotal role in our
future development.”
NOTE TO EDITORS:
Symphony has a diverse and growing customer-base and has established itself
successfully as an international business.
Symphony has developed a special additive which turns ordinary plastic at the end of
its useful life into a material with a completely different molecular structure. At that
stage it is no longer a plastic and has become a material which can be bioassimilated in the open environment in the same way as a leaf. It will degrade
automatically, without any human intervention, on land or water without leaving any
harmful residues. It can also be recycled and re-used during its useful life, like
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ordinary plastics. Products made with d2w plastic technology are now being sold by
57 Distributors in more than 90 countries around the world and in many different
product applications. The technology is branded d2w® and appears as a droplet logo
on many thousands of tonnes of plastic packaging and other plastic products.
The company has recently introduced “d2p” – an additive which makes plastic hostile
to bacteria, viruses, and fungi – and is continuing to develop innovative technology
for turning scrap tyres into valuable commodities.
Symphony is a member of the Oxo-biodegradable Plastics Association
(www.biodeg.org), the Society for the Chemical Industry (UK), and the American
Standards Organisation (ASTM). Symphony is also a member of the British Plastics
Federation, the European Organisation for Packaging & the Environment (Europen),
the US Save the Plastic Bag Coalition, and the British Brands Group. Symphony
actively participates in the work of the British Standards Institute (BSI), the European
Standards Organisation (CEN), and the International Standards Organisation (ISO)
To see d2w plastic degrading go to: http://youtube.com/watch?v=i3TGqcpWJTM
For information about Oxo- biodegradable plastic generally see www.biodeg.org
For further information, contact:
Carteret Communications
0207-828-8598
trense@googlemail.com
Bishopsgate Communications
0207 562 3366
Nick.Rome@bishopsgatecommunications.com
Louise Ling, Marketing Executive at Symphony
0208-207-5900
Louise.ling@d2w.net
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